January 9th, 2019
Insurance Contract
63 Chingford Mount Road, London, United Kingdom, E4 8LU

This Agreement made this 9th day of January, 2019 by and between Financial GI Solution LTD.,
hereinafter referred to as the ("Trust"), and Doubly LTD., hereinafter referred to as the
("Corporation").

Between:

FINANCIAL GI SOLUTION LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the United Kingdom, with its head office located at:
63 Chingford Mount Road,
London, E4 8LU,
United Kingdom

And:

Doubly LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the United Kingdom, with its head office located at:
41 Plantain Place,
London SE1 1YN,
United Kingdom

1.

What cooperation exists between the two companies?

FGI, "Trust", agrees to start a cooperation with Doubly, "Cooperation". "Trust" will now be
responsible for securing investment packages from "Cooperation's" investors for allowing an earlier
payment - early release of the package - than the agreed investment period.

2.

How is the money hedged?

The money invested by the investor in the "Cooperation" will be forwarded to "Trust" for a fee after
dissolving the parcel. The forwarding of the investment is automated so that the investor does not
have to do anything except release the package and get the amount. The winnings of the released
package are automatically credited to the previously agreed wallet addresses of the "Trust's".

3.

How does the "Trust" guarantee the money?

"Trust" commits itself to keep at least twice of the agreed amount to be covered as a reserve so that
there are no complications during difficult times.

4.

When is a release allowed?

A release is permitted at any time as long as the agreed monthly limit for covering the investments is
not exceeded. As long as this is not exceeded, any amount will be fully payable at any time.

5.

When is a release not allowed?

A release is not permitted if the agreed monthly limit amount is already exceeded or if the investor
violates one of the terms and conditions of the "Trust" or "Cooperation".

6.

How is the released amount credited?

First and foremost, the release is automatically forwarded to the "Trust" to conduct a review and to
make sure that all the conditions that have to be met to refund the invested amount have actually been
met

7.

What fee is requested for a release?

For the release of the package a fee of up to 30% of the invested amount is requested by the “Trust”.
A total of three different types of fees will be requested, depending on which investment package of
the “Cooperator” the Investor has invested in:
7.1. Standard Package
- For a standard package, a 20% fee will be requested
7.2. Exclusive Package
- For an Exclusive package, a 25% fee will be requested
7.3. VIP Package
- For a VIP package, a 30% fee will be requested

8.

Who is responsible for paying the fee?

The fee is requested by the investor, which however fully automatically, with the release of the
package, is transferred directly to a previously agreed destination address of the "Trust".

9.

How is the fee justified?

“Trust” must go through several procedures to confirm the release and credit the amount. Part of the
fee is covered due to the processing fee of the "Trust". The remainder will cover the service fee for the
cooperation between the Trust and the Cooperator and the fact that the Trust must now take over the
investment.

10.

How long does a refund take?

The refund will be credited in up to 8 weeks, depending on which investment package was invested
in:
10.1. Standard Package
- The amount invested in a standard package will be refunded at the same time, with
the release and up to 8 weeks.
10.2. Exclusive Package
- The amount invested in an Exclusive Package will be refunded within 1 to 8 weeks.
10.3. VIP Package
- The amount invested in a VIP package will be refunded within 2 to 8 weeks.

11.

Up to what amount per user the "Trust" will be liable

The "Trust" will be liable for the investor's package if the maximum monthly amount to be covered
has not been exceeded.

12.

What is the total amount covered per month?

The maximum total amount that can be covered by the “Trust” each month is $ 39 million. If a total of
$ 39,000,000 is released by the “Cooperator's” investors within a month, no further amount will be
dissolvable.

13.

How does the maximum total amount to be covered come about?

The "Trust" has its own rating system of each company to ensure what amount can be covered. This
rating system searches various criteria, such as the liquidity of the company to be insured, and
assesses them with a scoring system. The scoring system ranges from 0-100. The higher the number
of points, the more secure the company is and can receive a higher sum insured from the "Trust". All
companies which score less than 50 points after evaluating the criteria are at level 13 and are not
insured by the trust

13.1. How many points has the "Cooperator" achieved?
The "Cooperator" reached a total of 93 (level 1:> 95 points) and thus belongs to the
level 2 of the safe companies. Thus, the "Cooperator" receives a monthly insurance
sum of $ 39,000,000. The "Cooperator" agrees with this evaluation. The missing level
1 score is explained by the risk and high volatility in the cryptocurrency market,
where the “Cooperator” is primarily active.

14.

Who is responsible for paying the refund?

The "Trust" alone has the responsibility to refund the released packages. The "Trust" is the only point
of contact for problems or anything else when it comes to a release. If there is an internal problem
between the "Trust" and the "Cooperator", the "Trust" is responsible for passing this issue on to the
"Cooperator".

15.

How long does the cooperation last?

The cooperation between the "Trust" and the "Cooperator" will continue until one of the parties
terminates the business relationship. A cancellation period of 365 days must be adhered to.

16.

What else will the "Trust" insure?

The "Trust" and the "Cooperator" agree to ensure a total trading volume of $ 15M. Should there be a
trade where the "Cooperator" makes losses, $ 15M will be credited to cover the losses and to pay out
the amounts to the investors. When a trade with a total loss of over $ 15M is made, the “Cooperator”
must cover the rest amount with his reserves.

17.

When is the contract no longer valid?

Should one of the two parties breach any of the 17 contract conditions, the opposing party has the
right to dissolve the business relationship with immediate effect and to take legal action.

Accepted by:

